Jokey Packaging
Helpful in every way.

Jokey Plastik Wipperfürth GmbH
August-Mittelsten-Scheid-Straße 23
51688 Wipperfürth / Germany

Economical.
Jokey plastic packaging prevents products from being
lost, and makes both filling and logistics easier.
>
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Jokey-Multi-Pack
Style Meets Function.

Get in touch!

Fon +49 (0) 2267 685-0
Fax +49 (0) 2267 685-1133
Mail sales@jokey.com

low packaging costs
lightweight
absolutely leak-proof and hygienic
break-proof and bulge-proof, rust-proof and
weatherproof

User-friendly.
Our packaging is easy to carry and protected by a
tamper evident safety seal. The user can empty out the
contents completely. The empty container can easily be
reused as a processing vessel or as a storage container.
Effective for advertising.
About 80% of purchasing decisions are made
spontaneously at point of sale. You can exploit this
potential perfectly with Jokey.
> wide standard programme with plenty of shapes,
volumes and accessories
> developing customised container shapes for
customers
> high definition refining technology
Sustainable.
Jokey is developing packaging with thinner and
thinner walls, in order to minimise the usage of raw
materials. All our packaging is up to 100%
recyclable in the raw material cycle. We recommend the
resulting recycled materials for non-food packaging.
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Container overview

Ovals meet right angles.
The design evolution.
A completely new type of packaging.
The Jokey Multi Pack will surprise you with its successful
mixture of oval and right-angled construction.
Its rounded corners are perfectly in keeping with current
tastes. The innovative design shows an awareness of
style and trends in its own unique way.
The best ambassador for your brand.
It‘s not only the unusual shape of the Jokey Multi Pack
that will make your product stand out visually, but
also its wide facing. The front and back sides have plenty
of space to offer for promoting your products. They can
be extensively decorated with Jokey‘s first-class printing
process. Brand recognition is not a problem for us;
we can produce containers, lids and handles in the exact
colours of your brand. The new shape style, combined
with emotive branding, is guaranteed to make your
product an eye catcher.

The multi-talent
for every purpose.
Ergonomic plastic handle

Plenty of space for promotion

The high-strength handle can be manufactured in a

The entire front and corner areas are fully visible

different colour to the container in a 2K procedure.

in your sales area.

Optimal logistics
The right-angled shape with rounded corners
makes perfect use of the space on the pallet.

The new Jokey Multi Pack is the ideal container for a
product launch!

Transportation security

All possibilities for decoration

Adaptive segments in the lid enable it to hold

Suitable offset, high-quality digital printing

fast to the pallet, and make fully automatic filling

and brilliant in-mould labelling.

much simpler.

Easy handling
Suitable for mixing units
The container is suitable for mixing units,
and stays 100% tight.

Easy to open and safe to transport.

